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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has transformed a large portion of the IT industry through its ability to
provision infrastructure resources – computing, networking, storage, and software - as
services. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has transformed the physical underlying network
infrastructure into programmable and virtualized networks. Network Functions Virtualization
(NFV) has transformed physical telecommunication infrastructures and network functions into
virtualised network functions and services. Cloud, SDN and NFV technologies and their
associated software-defined infrastructures all rely on the virtualization technology to provision
their virtual resources and offer them as services to users. These new technologies and
infrastructures invariably bring with them traditional vulnerabilities and introduce new
technology-specific security risks. In this paper, we discuss extensively cloud-, SDN-, and NFVspecific security challenges as well as approaches for addressing integrated infrastructural
issues where cloud, SDN, and NFV all play their integral parts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With a huge increase in the acceptance and usage of cloud computing, the majority of IT services
are now being deployed and operated in cloud environments. Cloud computing is a large scalable
environment which consists of a large number of physical hosts and virtual machines (VMs)
operating and communicating over the cloud network. Each physical server or host may serve as a
host to multiple virtual machines by virtue of virtualisation. Since cloud computing supports a
multi-tenant environment where each tenant has its own networking requirements based on its
clients’ demands, one of the challenges of a cloud network is to adapt its network resources
dynamically in order to support scalability and maintain real-time configuration while virtual
networks are provisioned and migrated dynamically on-demand or virtual machines move from
one domain to another. Providing a dynamic and automatic virtual network for cloud multi-tenant
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infrastructure is a significant challenge for future of networking architecture. In
telecommunication networks, Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) are two effective technologies with great impact in this area. SDN is based
on the separation of the network control from the data forwarding functions, allowing the
controller to directly program the underlying infrastructure and present it as a high level, networkfunctionality abstraction to applications and network services [1]. NFV offers a new approach to
design, deploy and manage networking services. It decouples the network functions, such as
firewalls, intrusion detection, etc. from proprietary hardware appliances so they can be
implemented in software and deployed wherever and whenever needed [2]. Although these new
technologies and their associated software-defined infrastructures (Cloud, SDN, and NFV) can
solve existing limitations in providing cost effective, on-demand IT services and elastic but
scalable network architectures/network services in software-defined, virtualized, multi-tenancy
environments, they also present many critical challenges related to both traditional and
technology-specific security. This paper presents major security challenges in cloud, SDN and
NFV; and solutions for infrastructural security issues. The paper discusses the need for a
software-defined security technology for handling software-defined integrated infrastructures and
systems. Specifically, in an integrated infrastructure platform such as a data centre or a telecom
cloud, where cloud, SDN and NFV functionalities are integrated, the paper discusses the
compound security challenges and suggest possible solutions using virtualization technology.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides essential definitions and characteristics of
cloud, SDN, NFV and virtualization technologies. Section 3 presents issues and challenges these
technologies are facing. Section 4 presents software-defined security solutions for cloud and
SDN. Sections 5 discusses security issues and a software-defined security solution for an
integrated infrastructure platform with virtualization technology. The conclusion is in section 6.

2. CLOUD, SDN, NFV AND VIRTUALISATION TECHNOLOGIES
In this section we explain the essential characteristics of cloud computing, SDN, NFV, and
Virtualization.

2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing has evolved into a key structure for IT industries for providing users ondemand services. Cloud architecture enables users to access cloud services over the Internet at
any time regardless of their location through application software like web browsers. Cloud
computing resources such as virtual servers, virtual storage, virtual networks and virtual services,
are made available using virtualization technologies. The National Institute of standard and
technology (NIST) recently offered an explanation for defining the cloud computing. In this
definition, Cloud computing is a computing model that enables omnipresent, convenient and ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as networks,
storages, servers, applications, and services. Cloud computing offers three service models known
as Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) [3].
SaaS model enables users to access their services through a web application but without the
ability to control the network infrastructure and operating systems. PaaS model provides a
platform for software developers to use application development languages and tools such as java,
.net, python and etc. for creating, compiling, designing, running, deploying, and testing their own
software applications. IaaS is a form of cloud computing which provides access to computing
resources in a virtualized environment. Virtualization is deployed to pool all underlying physical
resources together and offer them as virtual resources on-demand and elastically in the form of
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IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS [4]. OpenStack is a major open source cloud computing platform that
orchestrates and manages shared storage, compute, and network resources using multiple
hypervisors based on a set of applications and open-source. OpenStack is used as a cloud
framework for creating public and private clouds.

2.2 Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is proposed recently aiming to virtualize an entire class
of network component functions using virtualization technologies. NFV enables network
functions to be realized and executed as software instances in a VM on a single or multiple hosts
instead of customized hardware appliances. NFV offers a new means for creating, deploying and
managing networking services. Network Function Virtualization can be applied to both data and
control planes in fixed or mobile infrastructures. NFV provides telecommunication operators the
ability to combine numerous different types of network equipment into high volume switches,
servers, and storage inside data centres, network nodes, and end user premises. NFV implements
network functions using software virtualization methods and performs them on top of underlying
hardware equipment. These software-based virtual functions can be installed and deployed
flexibly and strategically based on tenants’ requirement without the need for new hardware
equipment. A hypervisor is responsible for controlling network functions within a supporting
NFV infrastructure. NFV technology helps cloud tenants to avoid vendor lock-in problem by
allowing them to use multiple virtual appliances from different vendors while using different
hardware platforms and/or hypervisors.
In today’s market, NFV concentrates on providing four categories of software-based virtual
network functions known as Virtual Switching, Virtualized Network Appliance (security
functions such as IDS, Firewalls, and etc.), Virtualized Network Services (load balancers,
network monitoring tools, traffic analysis tools), and Virtualized Applications (any available
application in the network environment) [5]. Enable dynamic deployment of NFV within a
networking platform is a big challenge. Traffic of a network function (NF) must be isolated at
multiple levels - services, virtual networks and tenants’ levels - and hence, a comprehensive
controller is required to provide strict multilevel isolation within the NFV Infrastructure. The
combination of SDN and NFV can solve these challenges in both dynamic network infrastructure
and functionality of an integrated cloud-network environment.

2.3 Software-Defined Systems
Software Defined System (SDSys) is conceived to address control and management challenges
which exist in cloud computing. SDSys is a concept that provides an abstraction of actual
hardware at different layers based on software components. This type of abstraction enables
system administrators to create a centralized decision-making system to handle and monitor all
control and management decisions instead of having a decentralized system where each
component only manages itself [6]. Among all SDSys subsystems, SDN is the most well-known.

2.4 Software-Defined Network (SDN)
Software-Defined Networking is developed as a technology to remove the current black box
network infrastructure restrictions. This is done through the separation of the decision-making
functions from the data forwarding functions, allowing them to evolve separately into a
centralized and programmable control plane and a simple and high-performance data plane
operation respectively [7]. According to [7], Software-Defined Network architecture consists of
three layers known as Data Plane, Control Plane, and Application Plane. SDN devices are all
placed at Data plane layer. SDN controller (or group of controllers) is located at the control plane
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layer, and applications and network services are on the application plane layer. SDN devices
simply forward packets according to instructions programmed by the SDN controller. An SDN
application, gaining network capability abstraction from the controller, has the ability to
determine traffic streams and routes on the network devices to fulfil the requirements responding
to user’s dynamic requests [7, 8].
The main responsibility of the SDN controller is to program and centrally control SDN devices
forwarding behaviours with the support of a comprehensive information database of all
underlying network infrastructure operations. The SDN controller uses interfaces for
communicating with other layers. To communicate with the data/infrastructure layer, a
Southbound Application Interface (API) Interface is used for programming and configuring
network devices. To communicate with the application layer a Northbound Interface is provided
for the interaction between the SDN controller and applications. East/West Interfaces are for
information exchange between multiple or federated controllers. The OpenFlow protocol has been
developed and widely adopted as one of the southbound interfaces between SDN controllers and
SDN switches. OpenFlow uses a secure channel for message transmission over the transport layer
security (TLS) connection.

2.5 Virtualization
Virtualization is the technology that simulates the interface to a physical object by multiplexing,
aggregation, or emulation. With multiplexing, it creates multiple objects from one instance of a
physical object. With aggregation, it creates one virtual object from multiple physical objects.
With emulation, it constructs a virtual object from a different type of physical object.
Virtualization is critical to cloud computing, SDN and NFV as it allows abstraction of the
underlying resources for sharing with other tenants, isolating of users in the same cloud/network,
and isolation of services and functions running on the same hardware. It also plays an important
role in the development and management of services offered by a provider. Virtualization is often
introduced as a software abstraction layer placed between operating systems and the underlying
hardware (computing, network, and storage) in the form of a hypervisor. In cloud data centres
since the hypervisor manages the hardware resources, multiple virtual machines each with its own
operating system and applications and network services, can run in parallel within a single
hardware device [9]. Virtual technology thus allows multi-tenancy, isolate workloads, enhances
server utilization and provides elastic and scalable resources/services to its users.
Virtualization technology has been deployed by enterprises in data centres storage virtualization
(NAS, SAN, database), OS virtualization (VMware, Xen), software or application virtualization
(Apache Tomcat, JBoss, Oracle App Server, Web Sphere), and Network Virtualization [10].
Virtualization technology enables each cloud tenant to perform its own services, applications,
operating systems, and even network configuration in a logical environment without any
consideration about physical underlying infrastructure [11]. The technology enables Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Network (SDN) the ability to create a
scalable, dynamic, and automated programmable virtual network functions and virtual network
infrastructures in integrated cloud platform such as telecom clouds.

3. SECURITY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN CLOUD, SDN, AND NFV
3.1 Cloud computing security challenges
As a cloud has become a large-scale and complex infrastructural environment, it becomes more
vulnerable to both traditional and new security threats related to its structure and elements. NIST
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declares security, portability, and interoperability as main obstacles for adopting to cloud
environment completely. Some of traditional security issues found in the cloud infrastructure are
data access control (illegal access to confidential data), loss and data leakage, trust, isolation.
Cloud-specific security issues include insecure interfaces and APIs, malicious insider, account or
service hijacking, virtualization security, and service interruption. We discuss these critical and
significant security challenges below.
Insecure interfaces and APIs. Cloud providers deliver services to their customers through
software interfaces mostly integrated with the web application layer. The stability of cloud
components is dependent upon the security level of these APIs within the cloud infrastructure.
Insecure cloud APIs can cause various threats related to confidentiality, availability, integrity, and
accountability. These API functions and web applications share a number of vulnerabilities which
may result in high level security problems. Consequences of any malfunction in APIs may allow
malicious codes to be imported inside the cloud and expose user confidential data. Although
strong authentication methods, proper access controls, and encryption methods may solve some
of the above problems, still, there are serious gaps especially related to the inability of massive
auditing and logs. Any APIs that will interact with sensitive data within cloud infrastructure must
be protected with a secure channel such as SSL/TLS.
Malicious insider. This type of threats is one of the most serious cloud-specific security
challenges according to the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) cloud security threat list. It happens
when an employee of cloud service providers (CSPs) abuses his/her level of access to gain
confidential information of cloud customers for any nefarious purposes. The worst case is when a
malicious system administrator has access to client resources hosted on virtual machines and data
stores. So detecting such indirect accesses to client data is one of challenging tasks in cloud
infrastructure.
Account or service hijacking. It is a kind of identity theft that aims to deceive end-users to
obtain their sensitive data. If an attacker gains control of a user account it can snoop on all
customer’s activities, manipulate and steal their data, or redirect the customer into inappropriate
sites. This kind of threats can be accomplished through phishing email, faux pop-up windows,
spoofed emails, buffer overflow attacks which result in the loss of control of the user’s account.
Virtualization security. Since virtualization is a crucial technology in cloud infrastructure, any
vulnerability can place the whole system in a high-security breach. For example, any error and
vulnerability inside the hypervisor can allow an attacker to launch VMs attacks (shutting down
VMs) or monitor others VMs and their shared resources. A compromised VM can inform an
attacker of the underlying network operation for exploitation of existing network vulnerabilities.
It also enables an adversary to compromise the hypervisor and achieve control over the whole
system. Local users and malicious codes can bypass security boundaries or even gain privileges to
cause damages to the infrastructure and its users through vulnerabilities found in virtualization
software.
Service interruption. It is a vital security issue in cloud computing since everything in the cloud is
defined as service. Service interruption is placed in the category of threats related to the
availability of cloud services. DDoS attack is usually attempted against Internet services with
large population of users and it is more so against cloud as a centre of high number of cloud
services and users. These attacks may render services and computing resources unavailable. A
DDoS attack may occur when an attacker gains access to tenant’s VMs credentials due their
vulnerabilities.
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3.2 NFV Security Challenges
Most critical security challenges in NFV are related to network function generator/hypervisor,
security of virtual functions, performance isolation, communication and functional/service
interfaces, multiple administrative isolation, and secure crash of virtual network functions.
Hypervisor security. The main security issue in virtualized environments and especially NFV is
related to hypervisor vulnerabilities. A hypervisor creates VMs inside the infrastructure and has
the ability to monitor each VM’s operating system. According the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ESTI), this feature introduces high security risk to NFV in terms of
Confidentially, Integrity and Availability (CIA). It may allow an attacker to view, inject, or
modify operational state information connected with NFV in direct/indirect method and as a
result the attacker is able to read/write contents of resources such as memory, storage, and other
components of NFV. Hypervisor hijacking is a type of attacks that allow an adversary to take
control of a hypervisor and access all VMs created by that particular hypervisor, or other less
insecure hypervisors inside the infrastructure. In the worst case it may even introduce
misconfigurations in SDN controllers when integrated with NFV technology. Furthermore,
existing errors or bugs inside a virtual function or a hypervisor may allow an attacker to
compromise other virtualized network functions for more serious attacks.
Virtual network function security. Virtual network functions encounter attacks common to those
on physical network functions such as sniffing, denial of service, and spoofing. Insider attacks are
possible on virtual network functions when a malicious administrator, who has a specific access
right, gains access through other virtual functions within the infrastructure. Insider attacks can
modify data in network equipment and introduce unauthorized configuration of network
functions. In a public deployment of NFV it is possible for a malicious third-party or remote
client to gain access through the network to control the VNFs. A malicious or compromised
virtual network function inside the NFV infrastructure can monitor activities of other virtual
functions or even send fraudulent instructions through the hypervisor to disrupt their operations.
Performance Isolation. Lack of inappropriate isolation among virtual functions can cause data
leakage similar to the way a VM can access through another VM data (VM-to-VM attack).
Performance isolation is one of many specific security concerns in NFV infrastructure. A proper
virtualization technology has to isolate VMs from one another to ensure that crashes, hangs,
loops, or compromises in one VM do not affect others, however, VMs isolation is difficult to
achieve due to variable usage of resources and workloads among them. According to the ESTI,
network and I/O partitioning and shared core partitioning are two major issues in performance
isolation. Isolating network workload from other functions is a difficult task since it can be placed
over various distributed network resources and can be dynamically changed at any point in time,
particularly when numerous virtual functions in the NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) share resources
[12]. Lack of complete isolation can be exploited by an adversary to gain information about a
compromised victim. Insufficient isolation mechanism may allow cross virtual network sidechannel attacks that threaten VNFs hosted in a NFV shared infrastructure. It is possible that a
side-channel attack can bypass compulsory access controls to violate resource isolation.
Communication and functional/service interfaces. New security threats associated with new
interfaces present other critical challenges related to interconnectivity between NFV end-to-end
components, such as communication between VNF components, communication between VNF
and VNF manager, communication between VNF and NFVI, and communication between VNFs.
NFV encompasses different types of network and security functions, so defining standard
interfaces for different security functions is one of the security challenges in a virtualized network
infrastructure. Each tenant may have different security services with different user authentication
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methods, privilege control schemes, and network configurations. So the way a network function
communicates with one another and other tenants’ functions through a standard interface is a
huge challenge in NFV technology. Currently, there is no standard communication interfaces in
NFV technology.
Multiple administrative isolation. It is an NFV security challenge related to the existence of
multiple administrative domains in the same platform. Multiple administrator domains imply
different administrator privilege domains for network, hypervisor, storage, compute, NFV
orchestration, VFNM (Virtual Function Network Manager), and network services running in the
platform. Requirements for an administrative role for each of the above domains are different and
involve various levels of policies. Security is even more critical when there are virtualization
infrastructure administrator roles with higher privileges than the administrator of existing
virtualized function within the NFVI.
Secure crash of virtual network functions. Components crash in any infrastructure and system can
cause security problems and in virtual environment the impact is more severe. According to the
ETSI, a crash of any virtualized function within NFVI can bring about critical security issues
which allow attackers to gain access to information through existing insecure data on that
particular component [12]. It is so critical that a VNF component should be reinstalled securely
after a crash. It should be noted that many important components in the NFV framework might be
at high risk states during a crash; these include VNF component instances, network and storage
resources attached to virtual network functions. Availability of services is also will be affected
due to a function crash [12].

3.3 SDN Security Challenges
As with other new technologies, SDN suffers from both existing security threats in traditional
networks and new challenges due to SDN architecture. Since SDN uses virtualization technology
to virtualize networks (VNs), it inherits traditional security problems related to the virtualization
of virtual machines as well as new security issues related to the virtualization of network
hypervisors and their isolation. It also suffers threats such as Dos/DDoS attack, with higher
impact because of the centralized architecture of SDN control. SDN introduces new and critical
security challenges due to its architecture, including security of SDN controllers, forwarding
plane security issues, unauthorized access, routing policy collision, fraudulent flow rules insertion
or tampering in switching level, insecure interfaces, and system level SDN security challenges.
SDN controllers. Since SDN controller is a core element in the SDN architecture; if it is
compromised the whole system is placed in a high risk of failure. The majority of security
challenges related to SDN controller are around the vulnerabilities at the controller plane where
an attacker can get hold of the control function to compromise integrity, confidentiality, and
availability of SDN [13]. Since SDN decouples the data plane from the control plane, it is the
responsibility of centralized controller to deal with all incoming network flows. As a
consequence, the controller itself is a key bottleneck and is the target for various attacks such as
flooding and DDoS attacks. An SDN controller can be implemented in a virtual or physical server
with associated resources. An attacker can launch a kind of resource consumption attack on the
controller to render it unavailable in response to flow rules coming from underlying switches and
force it to respond extremely slowly to packet-in events or sending packet-out messages. A
DoS/DDoS attack is one of the most serious security threats against SDN controller when an
attacker endlessly sends IP packets with different headers to the controller to put it in the
nonresponsive state.
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Forwarding plane security issues. There are two specific security challenges in the forwarding
plane of SDN architecture. The first and most critical issue is related to identifying genuine flow
rules from malicious or fake rules within the infrastructure where the SDN controller is
responsible for all decision making functions. A compromised controller can simply transmit
false flow rules within underlying virtual network elements. The second security challenge is that
it in vulnerable to saturation attack [14] due to the limited storage capacity for flow rule entries in
flow tables of SDN OpenFlow switches.
Unauthorized access. A critical security challenge in SDN is related to unauthorized access in an
SDN architecture- unauthorized access through the SDN controller or unauthorized access
through the applications- where a large number of third-party applications operate. One of the
serious security breaches in SDN is when an authorized SDN component accesses SDN services
or controller without having the appropriate level of access and modifies network data or
reprograms the SDN controller components [15].
Routing policy collision. Policy collision is another specific security challenge in SDN
architecture when various vendors and third party applications using different configurations and
programming models. This is critical since a malicious component can delete, insert, or modify
existing and predefined policies of flows inside the SDN controller. Separate servers or
application with different policy rules may result in policy conflict with each other.
Fraudulent flow rules insertion or tampering in switching level. A compromised or malicious
application can generate fraud flow rules while communicating with the controller. An attacker
can inject fake flow rules through the switches by exploiting vulnerabilities of southbound
interfaces. It is possible for attacker to tamper with network information by modifying flows in
flow tables. These malicious flow rules can cause network to behave abnormally. For instance,
[16] introduced an attack in which an attacker generates forged link layer discovery protocol
(LLDP) packets through an OpenFlow network to create vulnerabilities on internal links between
two switches. An adversary can also insert malicious flow rules by monitoring the traffic from
OpenFlow Switches.
Insecure interfaces. Another critical security challenge in SDN infrastructure is related to
insecure Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): Northbound, Southbound, and East and
West Interfaces. This security issue is critical since all communications between the SDN
controller and the application layer, the underlying forwarding layer, or even the communication
between multiple controllers, go through these interfaces. For instance, vulnerabilities and the
lack of standard protocol in northbound interface may enable attackers to interfere with the
operation of both the application and the controller and send malicious request through the
controller or network elements or even generate flooding attack with purpose of disrupting its
operation. An adversary is also capable of sending a large number of requests through the
northbound interface to occupy the interface bandwidth. In a multi-domain multi-controller
environment, controller’s communication goes through the East/West APIs. These SDN
controllers may be from different vendors and do not have a common secure channel between
them. Message among them may be sniffed by an attacker through vulnerabilities of East-West
APIs and sensitive information may be exposed.
System level SDN security challenges. A specific SDN system level security concerns auditing
processes. As it is essential to keep comprehensive state information of network devices in the
infrastructure to prevent unauthorized access, providing an auditing and accountability
mechanism in SDN is a critical security challenges [15].
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4. RECENT SOFTWARE-DEFINED SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR CLOUD
AND SDN
In this section we discuss and tabulate a number of software-defined security solutions for SDN
and cloud infrastructures. As SDN and NFV are relative new technologies, infrastructures based
on them are still being adopted and developed, security issues are being explored and discovered.
Currently, only a limited number of solutions exists. Most of them adopt the logically centralized
control paradigm of SDN in building software-defined security solutions. Several efforts are
described below.
[17] proposed a Software Defined Security Architecture (SDSA) that has the ability to separate
security controls from security executions, improves scalability and security of systems and
decreases the costs of software developments. The authors provided two structures (Physical and
Logical) for the architecture to allow both business logical providers and security developers to
only work within their scope of expertise without concern about the design and implementation of
security structures or development of business logic programs.
[18] proposed a framework for protecting network resources via SDN-based security services
using an Interface to Network Security Functions (I2NSF). The aim was to create a self-governed
protection system against network attacks, capable of providing rapid responses to new threats.
In [19], a comprehensive security architecture was proposed to deliver a range of security services
including enforcing mandatory network policies, packet data scan detection, transforming
network policies into flow entries, authentication, and authorization for solving security
challenges related to policy enforcement and attack detection for SDN architecture.
[20] proposed an architecture for enhancing network security using network monitor and SDN
control as separated functions. The OrchSec architecture adopts the separation principle of SDN
by decoupling of monitoring and control functions. This allows flexible and more comprehensive
and intelligent control over security functionality and activities and also reduces overhead on
SDN controller.
The table 1 provide a summary of other recent efforts in providing software-defined security
solutions for cloud and SDN.

5. SECURITY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN AN INTEGRATED CLOUDSDN-NFV INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM
Cloud computing demonstrated how best computing and storage resources can be virtualised and
provisioned on demand and offered as IT services. More importantly, its effective orchestration of
services offers an excellent model for resources and service management. SDN and NFV
demonstrated most effective way network resources and services (network infrastructures,
network functions, and connectivity services) can be created and managed. Cloud needs SDN and
NFV to be integrated seamlessly to be able to offer truly any resource as a service. SDN and NFV
need to include cloud management infrastructure to offer network services and functionality. For
example, existing telecommunications network infrastructures and service models are too rigid
and they have to evolve into a form of telecom cloud to be able to offer emerging and flexible
services to its customers. An integrated software-defined infrastructure that seamlessly integrates
cloud, SDN and NFV will certainly create a powerful service model that incorporates all the best
features of these technologies.
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Two major issues concerning cloud, SDN, NFV and the integrated software-defined
infrastructures are the security of the virtualization technology itself and the complexity of the
virtualized interconnecting infrastructure. Cloud and SDN networks are facing an increasing
complexity of emerging social networks, applications and services and their associated security
problems. The whole range of problems include scalability of cloud networks, the complexity of
the way network function communicates to each other, the lack of a centralized infrastructure
control component, policy enforcement, dynamic workloads, multi-tenancy, isolation of tenants,
services, resources (virtual networks, virtual machines, virtual storage). SDN and NFV allow
tenants to share the underlying physical network to create their own virtual networks, network
functions and services with their policy in a cloud environment. Integrating cloud, SDN and NFV
into a software-defined infrastructure provides a truly scalable, dynamic, and automatic
programmable platform for creating everything as a service on demand.
All these infrastructures rely on virtualization as the core technology. Virtualization is pervasive
in almost all components of the service infrastructures: virtual machines, virtual networks, virtual
storage, virtual network functions, and virtual services. Virtualization, however, brings with it
new security challenges in the way virtual elements are created and maintained. For the security
of the infrastructure, all virtual elements have to be secure for their whole lifecycle; their creators
(hypervisors) must be trusted and secure; appropriate isolation among servers, among services,
and among tenants must be preserved.
Clearly, although integration of cloud, SDN, and NFV into a truly service infrastructure provides
is beneficial to both service providers and service users, the complexity of security of each
technology, of virtual components, of individual infrastructures present a major obstacle for a
comprehensive integration. One important aspect of virtualization is that it introduces boundaries
that are invisible to traditional security mechanisms at various levels. In order to deal with this
integrated software-defined infrastructure, one should use the very virtualization technology to
provide security of the overall infrastructure; one should deploy the logically centralized
paradigm of SDN and NFV to separate security control from functionality of security network
functions. We suggest Software-Defined Security (SDSec) in that spirit to create a centralized
security infrastructure for the cloud-SDN-NFV infrastructure platform. SDSec provides a
centralized security controller over the infrastructure. The SDSec controller will possess the
ability to create its own flexible interconnecting infrastructure for connecting its security function
elements. It will have the ability to program and manage its security function elements
autonomously. Security function elements are both virtual and physical: networks, and security
functions. However, there are many open questions on how best to secure a software-defined
integrated infrastructure related to all the security issues and challenged discussed in previous
sections.

6. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing has been most effective in orchestrating and provisioning IT resources and offer
them as on-demand services. SDN and NFV are most effective in provisioning network
infrastructures and network services. Seamlessly integrated, these provide a most powerful
software-defined infrastructure to provision everything as a service. The main obstacle is the
security of the underlying virtualization technologies and their virtualized resources. This paper
discussed at length specific security issues and challenges concerning cloud, SDN, and NFV. The
paper discussed the need for a software-defined security technology and software-defined control
paradigm to handle software-defined integrated infrastructures and systems.
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Table 1. Proposed Security solution for SDN
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